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MORPHOLOGIC PATTERNS IN LUNAR MARE WRINKLE RIDGES AND KINEMATIC IMPLICATIONS; 
J.C. Aubele. Dept. Geological Sciences. Brown University, Providence. 13.1. 02912 

INTRODUCTION The origin and mechanism of formatlon of lunar mare wrinkle-ridges has been In question slnce the 
initial discovery of these features on the moon. Subsequently, ridges slmllar In form and appearance to lunar mare 
ridges have been identified on Mercury, Mars and Venus and. in a few instances, on Earth. Theories of the orlgln of 
wrinkle-ridges can be classified Into tectonic, volcanic, or combined processes. Sharpton and Head [ I ]  have sum- 
marized and evaluated the evidence for lunar mare wrinkle-ridge origins proposed by other workers and have concluded 
that mare ridges and thelr characteristic morphology are the surface expresslons of tectonic deformation. Previously 
proposed structural models have described thrust faults [1,2.3.4], stike-sllp faults [5], vertical faulting [6], keystone- 
style splay faults [ I ] ,  anticlinal folding (7.81 and upwarp due to underlying topography (91. Many workers have com- 
pared the morphology of mare-type ridges on the other planets with slmllar features on Earth formed by known 
mechanisms, such as thrust fault deformation associated wlth recent earthquakes, anticlinai folding in the Columbia 
Plateau flood basaits, deformation on the surface of a collapsed lava lake, and small-scale pavement loids due to 
landslide movement [4,7,10]. All of the structural models and terrestrial analogues involve compresslon. 

Mare type wrinkle-ridges have been previously described [ I  1.121 as composed of three morphologic parts or, as 
they will be referred to here, components: 1) a broad linear rlse, whlch may not always be present or may be vlslble 
only under low illumination angles; 2) an arch, which may be up to 200m high and 7 km wide: and 3) a crenulated ridge 
which may be up to 100 m high and 1.5 km wide and may be central or marginal to the position of the arch. In cross 
section, the arch may appear symmetrical or asymmetrical wlth alternating scarp directions [13]. 

Wrinkle-ridges on all planets exhibit this characteristic morphology. in fact, It Is by this morphology alone that they 
are Identified. Understanding this morphology, then, is necessary to understanding the ridges themselves. Furthermore. 
any regular pattern in the morphology should be indicative of the kinematics of wrinkle-ridge formation. For this reason. 
we have mapped the morphological components of a iarge number of lunar ridges in detail and attempted to charac- 
terize these components and their patterns. 

OBSERVATIONS All of the morphologic components, previously recognized and described above as rise, arch and 
crenulated ridge. are actually segmented into lengths that are shorter than the overall length of the wrinkle ridge. Each 
segment tends to be arcuate to sinuous in map view, with sinuoslty Increasing wlth decreasing size. All components 
overlap, so that minor (small) crenulated ridges can be thought of as being superimposed on major (iarge) crenuiated 
ridges which are superimposed on arches which, in turn, occur on rises. The only exceptions to this generalization are 
minor crenuiated ridges (less than 200 m wide) which sometimes occur off the arch, either parallel to or at some angle 
to the main trend of the wrinkle ridge. 

The crenulated ridge component segments, in a typical lunar mare wrinkle-ridge, occur in a variety of sizes from 1.5 
km to less than 0.2 km in width. As illustrated In Figure 1, the major (large) crenulated ridges tend to occur along the 
outer margins of the arch, frequently crossing from one side to the other in a sinuous or en echeion pattern. Where a 
crenuiated ridge is superimposed at one margin of an arch and then crosses to the other margin. it gives the entire 
wrinkle-ridge a general appearance of asymmetrical and alternating scarps. Each component, therefore. can be 
modeled as a symmetrical curve, although the entire wrinkie-ridge has the appearance of assymetry. 

The orientation of the major crenulated ridge segments and the arch segments of a wrinkle ridge form a distlnct and 
regular pattem (Fig.1, close-up A and B). The crenuiated ridge segments occur either 1) generally parallel to the arch 
in a sinuous map pattem, first aiong one margin and then along the other margin of the arch (Fig. 1 A )  or 2) at some 
angle to the main trend of the arch in an en echeion pattem (Fig. 1B). In fact, when tangents are drawn along the 
crenulated ridge segments of an entire wrinkle-ridge, they are all oriented in the same general dlrection, regardless of 
the orientation of the main trend of the arch. The arch tends to follow pre-existing structure: for example, the circum- 
ference of basins or the rims of buried craters. The crenulated ridge segments tend to occur oriented in a dominant 
direction aiong the entire iength of the wrinkle-ridge. When the strike of both arch and crenulated ridge segments coin- 
cide. then the crenulated ridges occur in their sinuous pattem moving from margin to margin of the arch (Fig. 1A). 

When the strike of the arch and crenulated ridge segments diverge, then the crenulated ridges continue to follow their 
original strike and occur in a series of en echelon segments crossing the main strike of the arch (Fig. 1B). 

ANALYSIS The regular pattern in crenulated ridge and arch orientatlon, Is an indication of the kinematics of wrinkle- 
ridge formation. The orientatlon of the crenuiated ridge component appears to be related to a dominant dlrection of 
regional compression. For example, the crenulated ridge segments of the wrinkle-rldges in southem Serenitatls are 
predomlnantly oriented in a N-S direction, while the arch, and the general wrinkle-ridge system Itself. Is apparently 
aligned wlth the clrcumferentlal basin margin or burled basin ring. This supports previous work [ 1 4 ]  that Identified the 
N-S trending wrinkle ridges in the center of several lunar basins as indicating a dominant E-W compressive stress 
regime whlch existed during the formation of the wrinkle-ridges. The ridge component segments, therefore, apparently 
exist perpendicular to the dominant direction of compression while the arch component segments exist either perpen- 
dicular to the direction of compression or at some oblique angle to the dlrection of compression. In ordinary cir- 
cumstances. strike-slip movement might be expected along the oblique angle segments. Experiments in clay [15.16] 
have shown that en echeion folds can occur as initial conjugate features aiong a zone which Is oblique to a dominant 
direction of compression and undergoing shear. These are known as "pre-peak" structures, referring to the fact that 
they occur just before the shear strength is exceeded. No strike slip fault forms when the total straln Is very small and 
the shear strength of the material is not exceeded. If the straln is iarge, then strike-slip faulting and associated con- 
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jugate shear zones will occur. This implies that minimal strain is associated with the formation of the en echolon seg- 
ments of lunar wrinkle-ridge morphology, which agrees with previous estimates of small percentages of surface shorten- 
ing and horizontal deformation of craters [13 .1 ] .  

CONCLUSIONS The typical wrinkle-ridge morphology can be produced by small compressive stralns. Wrinkle- 
ridges consist, not of random comblnations of scarps and "wrinkles", but of consistent patterns of (1)  morphology. (2) 
trends of morphologic components, and (3) trends between rnorphologlc components. The entire wrinkle-rldge struc- 
ture appears to be the result of "pre-preak" compression of the surface. The amplitude of the stress fleld at the sur- 
face, generated by faulting or displacement along pre-existing structures at depth, does not exceed the shear strength 
of the surface material. As a consequence, the surface warps or "wrinkles" rather than ruptures. In the lunar case. it 
appears that a dominant direction of regional compression generates the consistently parallel crenuiated rldge com- 
ponents, and local compressive influences affect the arches. Where the crenuiated rldge and arch component seg- 
ments are at an angle to each other, then they represent a zone of lnclpient transpression. The crenulated ridge com- 
ponents form en echelon conjugate compressive features perpendicular to the dominant direction of compression; and 
the crenulated ridge components, not the entire wrinkie-ridge, should be used to indicate the direction of regional corn- 
pression. 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic morphologic map of a typlcal lunar wrlnkle-rldge showing the arch and crenulated rldge com- 
ponents. Narrow black lines oulllne arch component segments. Thlck black lines represent major (large) crenulated 
ridge component segments. 
CLOSE-UP A and B Crenulated Wge superimposed on arch Is Indicated by generallzed contour lines. Dashed arrows 
lndicale strike of arch component (a) and crenulaled rldge component (r) .  Large arrows indlcale dlrectlon of reglonal 
compression. 
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